Thursday · September 17th, 2020 - Monday · September 28th, 2020

Calabria
Calabria is one of the best kept secrets of Italy. Often overlooked for the more “famous” regions of
Italy, Calabria is an uncharted territory for culinary enthusiasts’ worldwide - which is why we are so
excited to share our Calabria journey with you. We traveled there in early 2018 to seek out the very
best food experiences for our inaugural Taste of Calabria tour. A one-of-a-kind experience created to
immerse you in this beautiful region. We know you’ll fall in love with this off-the-beaten path culinary
adventure!

Thursday · September 17th

Depart Day from your North American City of Origin
Today Depart on your Culinary Adventure

Friday · September 18th

Group Pick up at Lamezia Airport
Hotel Tropis - Tropea
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Sep 18

Sep 20

2 nights

Check-in

Check-out

Duration

The Tropis Hotel offers the perfect combination of comfort, style and elegance to the passing tourist, the businessman, the
family on vacation or those who want to take a relaxing break and dedicate themselves to wellness and beauty. It consists of
two adjacent buildings where the rooms served by elevators and large spaces reserved for catering, business meetings, events
and private parties are located.
Standard Rooms
Simple and elegant, some with balconies and others with windows, the Standard Rooms can be double, twin, triple or family.
All equipped with bathroom with shower.

Welcome Dinner - Tropea
Tonight gather with your fellow travelers for a welcome dinner in the town of Tropea. Tonight will set the stage for what is to
come as you traverse through the Calabria indulging and experiencing in the rich history and flavours of this region in Italy,

Meal Inclusions
Welcome Dinner Included today
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Saturday · September 19th

Walking Tour of Tropea
Ease into the tour with a relaxing day exploring Tropea with our guide to better acquaint you with
this beautiful seaside town. It’s foundation dates back to Roman times and also included settlement
by the Byzantines, Arabs, Normans and as a part of the Kingdom of Naples. Tropea is nicknamed the
‘Pearl’ of the Tyrrhenian Sea and for good reason. Not only does it boast magnificent walls, towers
and gates but it also has a sandy beach so if the weather is just right, that might be a great option for
the afternoon. The food item that Tropea is most associated with is the famous Tropea red onion.
Exported for two thousand years, the red onion has built its reputation around Italy and the world
thanks to its intense red colour and sweet taste, a feature that is not found in any other onion among
the 50 existing types. Enjoy a tasting at a shop that is all about the local onion and enjoy the rest of
the afternoon on your own.

Meal Inclusions
Breakfast at Hotel
Lunch and Dinner on own:
For dinner we love to recommend Pentola D'Oro Restaurant, the hotel also has a wonderful restaurant or if you feel like a little
rustic pizza place just see Natalina!
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Sunday · September 20th

Spilinga, San Giorgio Morgeto and Reggio
Today we depart Tropea for Reggio

Experience Nduja

Olearia San Giorgio Olive Groves

Reggio

Here we will enjoy a light lunch together while enjoying the Olive groves around us
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Walking Tour of San Goirgio Morgeto

Hotel Medinblu - Reggio Calabria
Sep 20
Check-in
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Room Selection
Room Description

A journey in a journey. The idea of representing the Mediterranean Sea as a crossroad of cultures. Sharing a story,
recounting a story. The Medinblu Hotel was born from the renovation of an ancient hotel building, built in 1915 and located
in Corso Garibaldi, main street of Reggio Calabria, area of the most important sights and heart of the economic,
commercial and social life of the city. A great attention to the safeguard of the historical style, through the recovery of some
of the already existing element, keeps the charm of this building intact; historical, modern and elegant elements are
perfectly balanced in this building. Thanks to its strategic location, the Medinblu Hotel is the perfect choice both for
enthusiastic tourists.
A few steps from the sea, the Medinblu Hotel recalls the classical Mediterranean atmosphere. Each room represents a city
of the Mediterranean area. A terrace which encloses the Strait of Messina, where you can have breakfast enjoying a
fantastic sea view and organize your events.
Classic Rooms
Some have sofa bed and can be used as triple rooms. They are at the first and second floor of the building and can look
onto the interior and exterior; some of them have a balcony and side sea view. Bathroom with box stall or bathtub.

Group Dinner at a local Restaurant
Meal Inclusions
Breakfast at Hotel, lunch and dinner are included today

Monday · September 21st

Family Farm Experience with Farm to Table Lunch
Today we spend some time with the Caratozzolo Family. The owner Annunziato has a degree in
Agricultural Sciences and together with his lovely family live on the 25 hectares of farm. Together
they raise many animals, grow medicinal plants and transform milk into cheese and ricotta. Today
we will be joining the Caratozzolo Family in making artisanal soap, and later joining them for a farm
to table unforgettable lunch. There just might be another surprise in store for you! It is an experience
you truly will not forget!
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Meal Inclusions
Breakfast at Hotel and lunch are included today

Tuesday · September 22nd

Day of Leisure and Relaxation
Today we will take it easy, a fresh walk in the morning with our guide then a visit to the museum. Enjoy the rest of the day on
own in this lovely community enjoying the seaside or take in some shopping. Later we will meet up for a group dinner.

Walking Tour of Reggio
Silvia will take us on a leisurely stroll this morning along the promenade outside our hotel for a “walk & talk’ experience. Learn
some general history of the area while getting some exercise with stunning views!

Archaeology Museum of Calabria
After lunch, we will head back to our hotel which is conveniently located near the prestigious National Archaeological Museum
of Magna Græcia, dedicated to Ancient Greece (which houses the Bronzes of Riace, a rare example of Greek bronze sculpture,
which became one of the symbols of the city).
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Group Dinner at a local Restaurant
Tonight some of Natalina’s family will host us in their award winning restaurant! Buon appetito!

Meal Inclusions
Breakfast at Hotel and lunch and dinner are included today

Wednesday · September 23rd

Pentadatillo and Scilla
After breakfast we will head out and travel just 30 kilometers southwest to arrive at village
Pentedattilo on the edge of the Aspromonte Mountains. The direct translation of Pentedattilo means
five fingers in the local greco-calabro language and was so named after how the village looks from a
short distance. What’s very interesting about this village is that it is a ghost town and has been since
the 1960's. Pentedattilo has seen it all, from earthquakes to a supposed massacre.
*Please note that this day has a higher level of walking difficulty this morning for our short visit
in Pentedattilo. Close toe shoes and comfortable walking shoes are highly recommended.
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Bergamont Experience
We will start the day discovering the famous bergamot and all its expressions. The bergamot is a
wonderfully unique citrus that has a bitter, almost musty-smelling pulp and incredibly light, fragrant zest. Historically, this
citrus has been prized principally for its essential oil that is obtained by pressing the skin and then used as perfume or even for
medicinal uses. Ninety percent of bergamot oil in the world comes from the Reggio Calabria region. We will visit a shop for a
tasting and opportunity to purchase their products.

Lunch in Scilla
We’ll enjoy an included fish lunch here and some free time before heading back to Reggio Calabria. Once back in Reggio, you
will have the rest of the evening on own to relax.

Meal Inclusions
Breakfast at the hotel and lunch are included today

Thursday · September 24th

Mammola and arrive in Crotone
Today we depart for Crotone with a couple of stops along the way. Mid-morning we arrive in the
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Today we depart for Crotone with a couple of stops along the way. Mid-morning we arrive in the
village of Mammola. Mammola is a charming village located between the Serre and the Aspromonte
mountains. The first settlement dates back to the 4 5th century B.C. and it developed at the end of
the 10th century A.D. when a stable village rose and housed people who fled from Saracen raids. It
was the refuge of Byzantine monks who contributed to make Mammola a town where activities, like
silk growing, as well as literature and science studies flourished.

Musaba Museum
Our main reason for visiting Mammola is to see an extremely interesting museum called Musaba. It is an expression by artists
Nik Spatari and Hiske Mass as both a park, museum and laboratory located in the foothills of the rugged Aspromonte
Mountains. We will be guided through the property enjoying art, culture and the outdoors!
In 1969 Nik Spatari and Hiske Maas decided to work on a global project that contemplates the production of art within a
specific context, with precise historical and environmental reference points. They are guided by the desire for an 'integral
place', a culture embodied in the environment, a creativity written on earth. Musaba's initiative is largely inspired by the sense
of rebellion against the environment dominated by inculturation and backwardness, hostile to innovation. Here the push to
promote artistic activities takes on a value that goes beyond the cultural context.

Stockfish Lunch
A stock-fish lunch (with meat options) will be enjoyed at a local restaurant. The centuries-long tradition of stock-fish in
Mammola is obtained from dried codfish and was regarded as food for the poor laborers when they carried out hard work in
the fields.
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La Castella
From here we will depart for Crotone with a brief stop on the way at Le Castella. Is it an optical illusion or is that castle floating
in the water?

Lido Degli Scogli - Crotone
Sep 24

Sep 27

3 nights

Check-in

Check-out

Duration

Room Selection
Room Description

The Lido degli Scogli is a tourist complex composed of restaurant, private beach, swimming pool and open-air disco.
Surrounded by greenery, overlooking the Crotone coast of the Ionian Sea. Its beaches, studded with the famous rocks that
give the place its name, have the flavor of legend and bring to mind the glories of classic adventures. Here, the memory of
Pythagoras is perpetuated over time and is enhanced by the light of the dawn reflected on the sea. Guests who demand
elegance, comfort, well-being and extreme luxury will find in the Lido degli Scogli the place they have always wanted. The
property offers luxury services, with experienced and highly qualified staff.
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Meal Inclusions
Breakfast at Hotel and lunch are included today
Dinner can be enjoyed at one of the hotel restaurants on own

Friday · September 25th

Strongoli and Ciro
Today the emphasis is on cheese and wine! We will start with a visit to the area of Calabria known for
the cheese that is simply known as Crotonese cheese.

Masseria De Trusi
We will arrive at a farm to learn about the cheese production and most importantly to enjoy tastings of this distinctive cheese.

Librandi Vineyard and Lunch
A short distance from Strongoli is the famous wine region of Cirò. Considered one of the oldest named wines in the world, with
a winemaking history stretching back thousands of years, this is Calabria’s flagship wine. The highest-quality grapes come
from vineyards employing the Alberello Basso Vine Training Method, meaning grapes are harvested by hand due to their bushy
shape. The main grape types of Cirò include Greco Bianco and Gaglioppo. Instead of traveling into the village centre to visit a
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shape. The main grape types of Cirò include Greco Bianco and Gaglioppo. Instead of traveling into the village centre to visit a
winery, we thought it be much more interesting to enjoy the Cirò experience in the vineyards! A lovely tour of the vineyards,
the private winery museum, tastings and lunch round out the “wine portion” of our day!

"U Cuadaru" Cooking Experience and Dinner
The culinary tradition of Crotone is characterized by simple, but strong and genuine flavors like with the pecorino Crotone,
bread of Cutro, also exported to many parts of northern Italy, made with whole wheat flour. Among the typical dishes we can
mention the brawn, the typical local salami, pilchard, called the caviar of the South; the “pea and patati” (peppers and
potatoes) based on peppers and potatoes sautéed with garlic and olive oil. Tonight we experience the “U Cuadaru”, a fish soup
delicious and very spicy.

Meal Inclusions
Breakfast at Hotel and lunch and dinner are included today

Saturday · September 26th

Agriturismo Day with Cooking Class
We will arrive at an agriturismo for a “hands on” cooking class and lunch including the famous cheese and other local
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We will arrive at an agriturismo for a “hands on” cooking class and lunch including the famous cheese and other local
products! The lunch will consist of farm sourced mixed antipasti, pasta entree and dessert. As a bonus we will learn about the
traditional ‘Tarantella”, dance of Calabria. The Tarantella is most often played and danced during religious festivals and other
social occasions. Here is your chance to strut your stuff!

Meal Inclusions
Breakfast at Hotel and lunch are included today
Dinner on own and free time in Crotone.

Sunday · September 27th

Cosenza Old Town Tour
Cosenza is located in a valley at the confluence of the Busento and the Crati rivers, and Ponte Alarico connect the old medieval
town with the modern city. It is also the place where treasure hunters go to search for the tomb of Visigoth Alaric I, who died in
Cosenza in 410 AD and was buried with all his riches beneath the water at a point where the two rivers meet.
Cosenza has the most coherent and authentic historic center in Calabria, and it is still possible to explore the narrow and
winding alleys of the old town, where regular poverty has preserved a Medieval atmosphere.
After lunch enjoy a relaxing evening on own once we check into our final hotel.

Group Farewell Lunch at local Restaurant in town
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Today we celebrate our last meal as a group before heading home tomorrow.

Best Western Hotel Class - Lamezia
Sep 27

Sep 28

1 night

Check-in

Check-out

Duration

The 4-star hotel Best Western Class Hotel in Lamezia Terme is a new, elegant and functional structure, created to cater for the
needs of a modern clientele travelling for business or leisure.
The Hotel is surrounded by greenery and a peaceful atmosphere on the outskirts of the town. It is strategically located just 5
km from Lamezia Terme’s international airport and the central station.

Meal Reservations
Breakfast at the hotel and lunch are included today

Monday · September 28th

Departure Day

Today we will depart for the airport or other travels. We are sure you will leave with many incredible memories of the food
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Today we will depart for the airport or other travels. We are sure you will leave with many incredible memories of the food
culture of Calabria but most especially the connections you have made with its people and your fellow travelers. There is an
expression in Italian: “mangiare per vivere e non vivere per mangiare” which means “Eat to live and not live to eat”. We trust
this experience has furthered your endeavor to enjoy the beauty & food of Calabria to its fullest!
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